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The infamous HipHop Comedian takes Urban music to the xtream with this hilarious spoof. If you've seen

the video on BET UNCUT, you'll love the remixes.. 8 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Alternative Hip Hop,

SPOKEN WORD: Comedy Details: Al Cayne A-K-A The Hip Hop Comedian is a native of Roosevelt Long

Island and representing the Velt to the fullest. In 1991 Al landed his first job in the entertainment industry,

as recording engineer with the Eddie Murphy owned Bubble Hill studios. Within a few short years he

changed his focus and began to produce Hip Hop music. Early in 1993 while working with artists he

decided to pass the down time in the studio by recording his own parody versions of various R&B and Hip

Hop hits. The concept blossomed into a unique style of Hip Hop humor, which gave birth to original

songs, parodies, hilarious sketches and outrageous characters. In the spring of in 2000, Al was asked by

Star Buc Wild, the hottest radio personalities on the east coast, to bring his style of humor to the Hot97

morning show. They began playing Al's parody of J-Zs "Jigga" entitled "Gina" periodically through out the

show and the calls started coming in. The insertion of Al's parodies into the Morning show format worked

so well that in June of 2001 he was hired to deliver short parodies for the show on a weekly basis.

Acknowledging Crazy Al's comedic creativity and producing skills, Star  Buc Wild chose Al to produce

their first comedy album on Def Jam Records. Since then Crazy Al's parodies have been played on radio

shows across he country such as Doctor Demento, Sway's Renegade Radio (Hot97 NY) and The CoCo

Brother "Home Team"(ATL), and The Morning Show with Big Boy (LA). Currently Al is promoting his new

album entitled. Guest appearance include, Morning show personalities Star and Buc Wild, Eddie Murphy,

Charlie Murphy, and SNL's Tracy Morgan. In addition, Crazy Al Cayne has recorded three independent

projects. The "Pimpappallooza" , "Ghetto Christmas Carols" , and"The Greatest Skits Vol#1" albums are

all primed and ready for future release. As a professional actor, Crazy Al has appeared in several TV
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shows such as "Saturday Night Live" and "The Guiding Light".He recently appeared in the motion

pictures,"Hells Kitchen" which stars Angelina Jolie and Mekhi Phifer, as well as "Unfaithful" starring

Richard Gere and Dianne Lane. Crazy Al Cayne is a multi-talented artist, actor, writer, producer, and

performer on a quest to become a house hold name.
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